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Peripheral and marginal both 
geographically and temporally 
 
Challenge heritage tourism as the ‘only 
road to survival’  - diversity not mono-
culture  
 
We reject the imposition of ‘edge’ on 
Scotland’s rural centres 
 
Innovation and connectedness in the 
context of physical and virtual networks 
in 21st Century Scotland.  
•  Explorations of 
rural island 
perceptions 
 
•  Challenge 
dominant idyll 
narratives 
looking at 
‘minor histories’ 
•  Develop 
alternative 
perceptions 
overview 
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Politics of landscape  
And new cultural geogrpaheis 
Found within the represenatiosn 
 
Landscapes as spectacle,  ‘Landscape is Tension’ 
  Wylie, J., 2007,  Landscape 
 
historical perceptions 
tourism and marketing 
Approaching ‘the island’ as a 
cultural phenomenon is to enter 
into these consequences, a 
world so full of images, 
dichotomies, myths and 
metaphors, many of which are 
old and widespread’ 
 
Ronstrom 2008 
contemporary views 
island postcards 
 The postcard ‘serves both as a personal memento 
of the experience and as a means of extending it to 
other potential tourists as recipients’ (Markwick, 
2001, p. 417 ). 
contemporary perceptions 
‘minor’ landscapes 
research programme 
co-production of place 
Collection of initial work with local communities 
alternative landscape views 
landscapes of surveillance  
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landscapes of production 
postcard co-production 
alternative island narratives 
landscape perception 
identity 
social commentary 
postcard landscape 
multiple landscapes 

